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I 
Any discussion of communal government in medieval Ashkenaz must 

take into account both the theoretical positions offered by rabbinic authorities 
and the actual practices of the communities. As is well-known, R. Jacob b. Meir 
Tam (1100-1171) favored unanimous agreement as the necessary means for 
enacting communal ordinances and policies, and it is in this vein that he 
understood the crucial talmudic passage in Bava Batra Sb: 

The townspeople are at liberty, when they have fixed weights and measures; 
prices and wages, to inflict penalties for the infringement of their rules. 

According to Rabbenu Tam, the townspeople are unable to fix weights and · 
prices and the like by an agreement of the majority over minority (',v V'tln� 
1n�>p), as other medieval halakhists read this passage. Rather, this passage 
establishes the right of the community to enforce its rules and standards, once 
they have been set. In Rabbenu Tam's view, however, the rules could be set only 
through unanimous consent. 

By now, sixty years after Yit?l)aq Baer suggested that unanimity was 
the dominant mode of decision-making in Jewish communities until the 
thirteenth century,' there is no longer any doubt that rule by majority was in fact 
the norm in the communities of Ashkenaz, beginning in the pre-Crusade period 
and continuing through the high Middle Ages. Moreover, this method of 
communal decision-making appears to have been supported by most rabbinic 
leaders and decisors. In light of these developments, the question arises as to 
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whether Rabbenu Tam, in his rulings on the need for unanimity, was attempting 
to support an existing minority view or was advocating a significant change in 
the way that the Ashkenazic communities governed themselves, on the basis of 
his incisive reading of talmudic literature. A major goal of Rabbenu Tam and 
other twelfth-century tosafists was to test Ashkenazic customs and practices and 
bring them into line with talmudic legalism, justifying in detail those practices 
that had an appropriate basis and challenging those that did not.2 Irrespective of 
his precise aim in advocating the need for unanimity, it is also important to 
ascertain whether Rabbenu Tam was at all successful in implementing his 
theoretical model. 

In a recent study, Yel_riel Kaplan has suggested that Rabbenu Tam's 
position never moved past the theoretical plane. Kaplan's claim is based on 
several factors. Unanimous consent is a problematic form of communal 
decision-making, and there is confusion in subsequent generations as to the 
precise legal formulation and principles attributed to Rabbenu Tam. Moreover, 
both Germanic law and Christian canon law adopted a legal fiction in which the 
majority imposed its will on the supposedly consenting minority. This 
convention can best characterize the position of Rabbenu Tam according to 
Kaplan. Rabbenu Tam's conception of the need for unanimity was a legal fiction 
that was not intended to be adhered to in actuality. 3 

That Rabbenu Tam's view did not gain a large number of adherents is, 
as I have indicated, abundantly clear. Nonetheless, Kaplan's interpretation, 
which severely limits the scope ofRabbenu Tam's position, can be questioned in 
regard to at least one of its central premises. On the basis of manuscript research 
and more precise documentation of the relationships between various tosafists 
and rabbinic decisors, it is possible to demonstrate that Rabbe nu Tam's position 
was firmly supported by a number of his closest students, who in tum 
transmitted it to their students. Indeed, some even attempted to extend the 
position further, to include additional communal situations that Rabbenu Tam 
had not explicitly discussed or considered. The apparent vibrancy of Rabbenu 
Tam's view, well into the thirteenth century, also helps to account for the 
attention given to this view in late medieval Ashkenaz. 

It is helpful to begin with a brief review of the halakhic underpinnings 
of Rabbenu Tam's view, including the concerns that Rabbenu Tam had 
regarding the validity of rule by majority. The issues and constructs that 
Rabbenu Tam grappled with suggest, in and of themselves, that his formulations 
were intended not merely as reasonable interpretations of talmudic texts but also 
to correct existing Ashkenazic practices in light of specific talmudic 

.. 
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requirements. Following this discussion, a possible antecedent of Rabbenu 
Tam's position will be considered, as well as the subsequent history and 
diffusion of his position in medieval Ashkenaz. 

II 
The rabbinic sources that attribute the need for unanimity to Rabbenu 

Tam do not easily yield the precise reasoning behind his view. 4 Rabbenu Tam 
stipulates that monies can be extracted from an individual by the cormnunity on 
the basis of an ordinance, but only if there had been total agreement in enacting 
that ordinance. Two texts assert that according to Rabbenu Tam, the cormnunity 
as an entity (without the unanimous agreement of its members) does not have 
the prerogative to take the money on the basis of the principle hefqer beit din 
(or: :,ibbur) hefqer.5 The regnant view in Ashkenaz (that the majority rules) held, 
on the other hand, that the community could impose its will on the minority and, 
like a rabbinic court, could thereby extract monies under the principle hefqer 
beit din hefqer.6 Unlike many of his predecessors and colleagues, Rabbenu Tam 
apparently felt that the cormnunities did not have the status pf a beit din, 
although the power by which the cormnunity could extract the money if there 
had been unanimous agreement remains somewhat unclear.' 

At the same time, the two texts just mentioned and two others which 
also ascribe the need for unanimity to Rabbenu Tam (as expressed in his 
understanding of the above-cited passage in Bava Batra 8b), link this need to the 
sugya in Bava Batra 9a that deals with arrangements made by ritual slaughterers 
or butchers (•rm, ,nin).8 Bava Batra 9a requires the presence of an llvm mN (a 
leading local Torah scholar, referred to by Rabbenu Tam as ,,v iln) to ratify 
potential penalties or assessments that members of a profession or guild wished 
to levy against one of their group who did not abide by the established rules of 
the trade.9 By linking Bava Batra 9a with Bava Batra 8b, Rabbenu Tam 
determined that an 'adam /Jashuv was needed to approve cormnunal enactments, 
and not only the agreements made within a group of artisans. 

According to Rabbenu Tam, the presence of an 'adam /_lashuv was 
necessary in both the communal and the professional realms in order to affect a 
proper means of transference (qinyan). But in addition, the linkage between 
Bava Batra 9a and 8b. generated another vital component in Rabbe nu Tam's 
structure of cormnunal government. Bava Batra 9a considered it necessary to 
point out that all of the butchers involved had agreed in advance to the 
restrictions. The need for unanimity in Bava Batra 9a is also carried over by 
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Rabbenu Tam to the realm of communal government discussed in Bava Batra 

Sb.10 

It would appear that the need for unanimity was also necessary, in 
Rabbenu Tam's view, in order to effect requisite modes of transference. Two 
qinyan issues are raised by Rabbenu Tam in regard to communal enactments. 
The first is the problem of transferring an item (in this case, a potential future 
payment or debt) that did not yet exist (0�,y� Nl N�I!> i:n). In addition, a binding 
qinyan could normally be effective only in regard to an object or commodity that 
possessed real value. There was, in theory, no meaning to a qinyan that imposed 
the performance of a duty or action. This type of deficient qinyan was referred 
to, in rabbinic parlance, as a qinyan devarim. According to Rabbenu Tarn, the 
agreement of the butchers (as well as communal enactments which could extract 
monies in the future) presented both of these qinyan problems: 'There is no 
qinyan [�qinyan devarim], and [the proposed agreement] is akin to a davar 

she-lo ha' le-'o/am." The presence of an 'adam i)ashuv, as well as unanimous 
agreement, were necessary to provide sufficient level of intent (da'al maqneh) 

so that a qinyan could, in effect, be activated in these situations as well. 11 

Rabbenu Tam was not the only Ashkenazic authority of his day to 
require the presence of an 'adam l)ashuv to verify communal enactments or other 
arrangements between the community and its members. Without describing its 
precise impact, R. Eliezer b. Nathan of Mainz (Raban, circa 1090-1170) also 
required this approval. Raban noted, however, that the approval of an 'adam 

l)ashuv was required only to set civic or communal policy in regard to the kinds 
of economic restrictions or guidelines outlined in Bava Batra 9a and Sb, such as 
artisans' fees and fines or price controls. A private economic agreement between 
two individuals, however, did not require the acquiescence of an 'adam 

l:,ashuv.12 

Raban's son-in-law, R. Joel b. Isaac ha-Levi of Bonn (d. 1200) also 
required an 'adam l)ashuv to ratify communal agreements, although he too added 
a caveat. The approbation of an 'adam l)ashuv was required only when the 
condition or restriction being imposed was one that arbitrarily fined the violator 
of the agreement, and did not actually compensate the one who had lost. This 
was the type of arrangement that was represented by the case of the butchers in 
Bava Batra 9a. The violator's property was to be destroyed, rather than having 
him pay a fine to the butcher or slaughterer whom he had wronged. Other 
conditions, however, that would evenly compensate anyone who lost money did 
not require the agreement of an 'adam l)ashuv according to R. Joel.13 
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Both Raban and R. Joel understood the need for l!Il 'adam /Jashuv in 
communal enactments (and in artisans' agreements) primarily as a means of 
guaranteeing that communal conditions and restrictions were fair and would not 
cause undue loss. Only Rabbenu Tam raised the problematics of qinyan. 14 

Nonetheless, Rabbenu Tam addressed these concerns by employing the same 
kind of interpretative strategy that Raban and R. Joel used. An additional aspect 
of Bava Batra 9a (an agreement between artisans) was also to be applied to 
Bava Batra 8b (communal enactments). Thus, both an 'adam i)ashuv and 
unanimity were required to combat problems of da'at maqneh.15 Although R. 
Joel's son R. Eliezer (Rabiah, d. ca. 1225), did not require either the presence of 
an 'adam /Jashuv or unanimity, we shall see that the rabbinic court of Mainz 
circa 1200 (and its member R. Barukh b. Samuel in particular), required both 
these safeguards for communal agreements, ostensibly for the same reason that 
Rabbenu Tam did.16 

Committed to the need for unanimous agreement on the basis of his 
interpretation of talmudic law, but recognizing that unanimity for all communal 
enactments would be difficult to achieve, Rabbenu Tam developed an alternative 
procedure that was true to his theory but more feasible in practice. Members of 
the communal board (tuvei ha-'ir) who were elected (or selected) by unanimous 
agreement of the community could themselves initiate and enact (by their own 
unanimous agreement) communal policy on behalf of the entire community, 
provided that no members of the community objected at that time. 17 A properly 
selected communal board could function in the place of the community as a 
whole, and in place of the 'adam /Jashuv as well.18 Through the selection 
process, the members of the community granted to the tuvei ha-'ir the ability to 
function on their behalf. 

The need to provide at least a possibility for the majority to rule may 
account for the somewhat contradictory f ormulations attributed to Rabbenu Tam 
on whether the community possessed any methods to extract money from its 
members even without unanimous agreement (e.g., through a form of hefqer 
:,ibbur, or under the auspices of a leading rabbinic court).19 Moreover, Rabbenu 
Tam appears to suggest that the majority does rule in situations where the 
community needs to control recalcitrant members.20 

Although rule by majority was the norm throughout the pre-Crusade 
period in Ashkenaz, a responswn ofR. Joseph Tov Elem (d. ca. 1050) suggests 
that unanimity was indicated in certain situations. In ruling that a /Jerem which 
had been imposed by Commnnity A on two of its members was binding (and 
that its cancellation by adjacent Community B had no impact on Community A), 
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R. Joseph was ostensibly suggesting that the majority of Community A had the 
right to impose their will on the minority. Otherwise, the initial !Jerem could 
never have been enacted. Nonetheless, a careful reading of R. Joseph's words 
indicates that this is so only because the community had previously agreed, 
unanimously, to accept the rulings of selected authorities whose gnidance would 
be adhered to regarding the payment of taxes: 

Only after the ruling of the experts did the two members contest their 
determination. Therefore, R. Joseph's allowance of the majority to pronounce 
the l;erem was predicated on the fact that a unanimous agreement had been 
previously reached. To be sure, it is possible that R. Joseph recognized the need 
for unanimity only in this type of (tax) situation.21 On the other hand, by not 
referring explicitly to other cases, R. Joseph may have been trying to balance the 
fact that the majority did have power in the communities of medieval Ashkenaz 
with his belief that unanimity was necessary. 

Rabbenu Tam received a number of R. Joseph Tov Elem's rulings 
(both resided in northern France), and regarded him as a significant figure of the 
earlier period.22 Although Rabbenu Tam does not refer to R. Joseph by name in 
regard to unanimity, it is possible that Rabbenu Tam considered R. Joseph's 
f ormulation to be a model in these matters. 23 

III 

The need for unanimity in communal decisions was held by two of 
Rabbenu Tam's closest students, R. Isaac of Dampierre (Ri, d 1189) and R. 
Eliezer of Metz (d. 1198), although neither mentions Rabbenu Tam explicitly.24 

Rabbenu Tam's name is mentioned together with his approach by a R. Joseph, 
who asked Ri's devoted student R. Isaac b. Abraham (Ri�ba. d 1210) about 
whether giving charity can be compelled.25 This R. Yosef appears to be a 
northern French scholar named he-l;iaver Yosefb. he-l_Iaver Shelomoh, who was 
in contact with Ri�ba on other issues, but about whom little else is known. 26 

As recorded in a responsum of R. l_Iayyim Eliezer 'Or Zaru'a, the 
rabbinical court in Mainz at the beginning of the thirteenth century, consisting of 
Judah b. Qalonymns, Moses b. Mordekhai, and Barukh b. Samuel (d 122n, also 
agreed to a large extent with Rabbenu Tam. In response to a query from the 
rabbinical court in Worms, the Mainz court held that an 'adam i}ashuv was 
formally required to ratify communal enactments, noting that the role of the 
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'adam }µlshuv was both to protect other members of the community (as 
described by Raban and R. Joel ha-Levi), and as a means of dealing with what 
would otherwise be a qinyan devarim (which was the view of Rabbenu Tam).27 

In addition, the Mainz court held that unanimity was required, except in the case 
of an individual who wished to throw off the yoke of the community with regard 
to the payment of taxes.28 

R. I:Jayyim Eliezer 'Or Zaru'a next records the words of Rabiah, who 
responded to the issue before the Mainz court and disagreed with their view. 
Rabiah required neither the acquiescence of an 'adam /_lashuv, nor the 
unanimous agreement of the community to empower its decisions. If shiv'ah 

tuvei ha-'ir were properly appointed, their fines and enactments were binding on 
all members of the community, as long as the majority of the community did not 
object.29 

At the end of his response, Rabiah notes that his venerable teacher R. 
Eliezer of Metz required unanimity based on the linkage of Bava Batra 8b and 
Bava Batra 9a: 

That which the Baraita reccrded, "townspeople can confirm their conditions 
and impose fines for [non-compliance] with their restrictions," applies in a 
situation miere all had agreed together including the plaintiff, and he 
subsequently ignores the condition, similar to the case of the two butchers. But, 
ifhe [the plaintifl] did not agree, they are not able to enforce it'° 

Indeed, Rabiah indicates that he presented his own view (that majority rules, and 
that the agreement of an 'adam /_lashuv is not required) at great length, in order 
to substantiate his strong disagreement with the approach taken by R. Eliezer of 
Metz." 

Following Rabiah's response, the responsum of R. l:fayyim 'Or Zaru'a 
(in both its published and manuscript forms) indicates that Rabbenu Bafukh 
located Rabbenu Tam's view in Sefer ha-Yashar:32 

V'tln', ,,vn 'll l'N\!Ji l"N'T i'"O N1nl Nlll ll \?rl'O\!J ',�t n"""I ',v, ,"'" 1!:J'Dl N::iD Tl1l U'l1l 

.n�,, 1"1Nl ,"NN I""'? �v 

According to Y el_iiel Kaplan, the attribution by Rabi ah of Rabbenu Tam's 
position to R. Eliezer of Metz (and not to Rabbenu Tam), and the ensuing 
comment of "another Ashkenazic scholar'' (Rabbenu Barukh) that he had found 
this view in Rabbenu Tam's &fer ha-Yashar (but had not heard it directly in 
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Rabbenu Tam's name), demonstrate that Rabbenu Tam's theoretical view was 
not in vogue in northern France, and was therefore not known in its original 
formulations or versions by Rabiah and others. 33 

Although Rabiah was familiar with material in Sefer ha-Yashar (as 
Kaplan notes), it is difficult to argue that Rabiah would have felt compelled to 
attribute a view held by his teacher R. Eliezer of Metz to anyone else, including 
Rabbenu Tam.34 Moreover, manuscript research shows that the formulation of 
Rabbenu Barukh was not made . in connection with the words of Rabi ah, as it 
would appear from the responsum of R. }:Iayyim 'Or Zaru'a. In manuscript 
versions of the ruling of the Mainz court, the citation from Sefer ha-Yashar is 
presented in the name of R. Barukh b. Samuel of Mainz. After his court issued 
its ruling, which was in consonance with the view of Rabbenu Tam but did not 
refer to Rabbenu Tam by name, R. Barukh himself located the precise ruling of 
Rabbenu Tam that was relevant and appended it The reference to Sefer 
ha-Y ashar was made by R. Barukh b. Samuel of Mainz, as a postscript to his 
own ruling." 

Two manuscript versions of Sefer Mordekhai from Bava Batra also cite 
the ruling of the Mainz court, apparently from R. Barukh's own (now lost) Sefer 
ha-/jokhmah. R. Barukh included this ruling in his work, modestly omitting his 
own name, but retaining the names of his two judicial colleagues. Before 
presenting the ruling (in the name of his colleagues), R. Barukh notes that 
Rabbenu Tam (in Sefer ha-Yashar) had preceded them in espousing this 
position, arguing against the view ofRabiah.36 

Although R. Barukh of Mainz did not hear this ruling directly from 
Rabbenu Tam, he (like Rabiah) was a close student (and relative) of R. Eliezer 
of Metz. R. Barukh's awareness ofRabbenu Tam's position, and his ability to 
locate it in Sefer ha-Yashar, is therefore not surprising.37 Indeed, manuscript 
versions of Mordekhai, Bava Batra and Bava Me,i'a note that R. Barukh is also 
to be included with Raban and R. Joel ha-Levi in requiring 'adam J;ashuv (as 
Rabbenu Tam did).38 Thus, Rabbenu Tam's position was well known to his 
students, and was authoritatively cited, interpreted, and disseminated by them. 

IV 
There is ample evidence, then, that the requirement for unanimity in 

communal enactments circulated amongst Rabbenu Tam's students (and their 
students as well) from the last quarter of the twelfth century through the first 
quarter of the thirteenth century. Indeed, Rabiah's elaborate halakhic 
justification of the _right of the majority to decide was, by his own admission, a 
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response to the opposing view that was supported by R. Eliezer of Metz and the 
rabbinic court in Mainz.39 

As we shall see shortly, there were two other areas of communal affairs 
in which the need for unanimous agreement is raised in the first part of the 
thirteenth century. These are the application of !Jerem ha-yishuv and the 
appointment of a communal cantor. Although great care must be taken in linking 
the need for unanimity for decision-making in different communal realms, the 
figures involved, and the reference in one instance to Rabbenu Tam, suggest that 
the rabbinic scholars who supported the need for unanimity in these other areas 
were following through on the basic concept enunciated by Rabbenu Tam, if not 
extending it further. 

As a model for this kind of extension or application, it should be noted 
that Ri, who supported Rabbenu Tam's requirement for unanimity in communal 
decision-making, '0 also reportedly required unanimity in reassigning communal 
charity funds for other communal purposes or needs.41 The allocation of 
communal charity funds is similar to the taking of communal decisions or 
taqqanot ha-qaha/ that involved the extraction of monies for the payment of 
taxes and other services. Indeed, these functions are discussed in close proximity 
in Bava Batra Sb. Thus, Ri 's extension of the need for unanimity to the charity 
situation is readily understood. Indeed, Rabbenu Tam himself reqnired prior 
unanimous agreement in order for the community to be able to compel its 
members to give charity.42 In all of these issues, the need for a proper level of 
da'at maqneh is crucial. 

Others who were aware of Rabbenu Tam's view discussed the need for 
unanimity /!i different situations. R. Isaac >Qr Zaru'a records a responsum of R. 
Moses b. I:Iisdai Talru (d. ca. 1240), an active rabbinic figure in central 
Germany. 43 In his responsum, which discusses the appointment of a communal 
cantor and the imposition of a ban on settlement (!Jerem ha-yishuv), R. Moses 
notes the opinion sent to him by an older contemporary, R. Sim(:,ah of Speyer (d. 
ca. 1230), that any individual member of a community can object in regard to 
the application of this ban by the community, and in regard to the selection of a 
communal !Jazz an. R. Moses expresses consternation at the existence of such a 
practice: ntn v,n 1runn tlill nnpru �'l il'1Nll nt';t '10. He would agree that if a 
significant, albeit small, number of. people objected (i.e., three or four), the 
enactment or appointment should not take effect. The objection of a single 
individual, however, cannot be given that much weight. 

To support his contention, R. Moses cites a responsum of R. Isaac b. 
Asher ha-Levi (Riva) of Speyer (d. ca. 1 133), that if a majority of the 
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community is prepared to allow a newcomer to settle, he may do so. R. Moses 
also cites a(n unidentified) Tosafot text to Bava Batra which maintains that 

if Rabbenu Tarn had been present, he would not have acknowledged the 
validity of this l)erem as a means of banning settlement in this manner. The 

predecessors who implemented this ban did so only in order to keep out 
ruffians and informers, and those who would not abide by the ordinances of the 
community or pay their share of the taxes. But against others, there ought not 

be (such) a �erem.'"' 

R. Moses Taku further states that he had in his possession a written 
responsum from R. Eliezer of Orleans, who wrote that he had once heard this 
notion expressed directly by Rabbenu Tam when the latter emerged from the 
synagogue in Troyes. R. Moses concludes that one must therefore "wonder 
about the practices that some sinful people have, to exclude certain people from 
settlement who do participate in the needs of the community and do not restrict 
the livelihood of others." Such practices are, in short, reprehensible. 

The thrust of R. Moses' argument against R. Simt:,ah of Speyer' s ruling 
is that Rabbenu Tam himself, who favored unanimous agreement in communal 
govermnent, would not have approved (or did not approve) of the 
implementation of the l;erem ha-yishuv in this manner. For if a /,erem ha-yishuv 
had to be enacted unanimously, that would have been self-defeating. The goal of 
this institution, according to Rabbenu Tarn, was to keep out or to remove 
communal members who were recalcitrant, vicious, or non-cooperative. It was 
not meant to restrict the settlement of individual merchants per se. If a /_,erem 
ha-yishuv had to be approved by all members of the commnnity, this measure 
could never protect the commnnity from those whom it was designed to 
eliminate. The /_lerem ha-yishuv was never meant as a tool to ban or expel any 
settler without reason. Thus, R. Moses Taku upbraids those communities in 
which individuals (or perhaps even the majority) would not allow someone to 
settle in their midst without cause, assuming that the newcomer contributes to 
the overall welfare of the community and that the livelihoods of the current 
residents of the community are not being compromised in an inappropriate 
manner. 

The responsum ofR. Moses Taku was written to address the case of the 
(then) yonng R. Hezekiah b. R. Jacob of Magdeburg who wished to succeed his 
father as the cantor of the community but was not nearly as beloved to the 
members as was his father. This responsum clearly indicates that R. Simt:,ah of 
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Speyer did require unanimous approval for a cantor, and that there were 
communities which followed this approach. In addition, some communities also 
required unanimity in order to invoke the l_,erem ha-yishuv. R. Moses Taku's 
critique of the need for unanimity in regard to the implementation of the l_,erem 
ha-yishuv is based on the fact that Rabbenu Tam himself, the "master of 
unanimity," would not have agreed with its usage here." Although R. Moses did 
not require unanimous agreement with regard to the appointment of the cantor 
either, he instructs the young successor to "knock on everyone's door and to 
placate them." At the same time, the rabbinic leaders in the community should 
also "humble themselves to entreat our brothers who are refusing, to force a 
change in their opinion, so that they will accept [Hezekiah] as a cohesive 
body."46 

R. Moses Taku lived in Regensburg. Recent research has highlighted 
the presence of a number of Rabbenu Tam's students in that city and area of 
Germany.47 Indeed, R. Moses refers specifically to information about Rabbenu 
Tam's position that he had received from a student ofRabbenu Tam (R. Eliezer 
of Orleans).48 R. Siml_iah of Speyer, who required unanimity for both the 
appointment of a cantor and for the implementation of the 1_,erem ha-yishuv was 

(like Rabiah and R. Barukh of Mainz) a student of R. Eliezer of Metz, and was 
undoubtedly aware of the core position held by Rabbenu Tam that mandated 
unanimity for communal decisions. 49 R. SimI:,ah wished to extend the need for 
unanimity to these other areas as well. 

The case of R. Hezekiah b. Jacob was also presented to R. Isaac 'Or 
Zaru'a (d. ca. 1250). R. Isaac begins by noting that his teacher R. SimI:,ah of 
Speyer ruled in actual cases that the appointment of a cantor required unanimous 
agreem�nt. Throughout the rest of the Rhineland, according to R. Isaac, it was 
fairly common that a minority (but apparently more than just one individual) 
could prevent the appointment of a cantor against the will of the majority. '0 

R. Isaac continues, however, by stating that he had never asked R. 
SimI:,ah whether his position was a matter of custom or whether it had the status 
of formal law (Nl"T 'll mmn •N). R. Isaac proceeds to demonstrate at some length 
that there is a biblically mandated requirement for a cantor to be appointed with 
the acquiescence of all the members of the community (nn,t>nllnMN rm1N 11nn 
n�»� n,nin1n'n,). This requirement stems from the fact that the cantor must offer 
his prayers on behalf of all the members of his community, and that the cantor 
can be compared to one who offers public sacrifices. R. Isaac concludes by 
citing "his pious and great" teacher, R. Judah he-I:Jasid, who told R. Isaac that a 
shalial_, ;ibbur must be beloved to the congregation. For if not, it will be 
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dangerous for those who do not love the cantor at the time that he reads the 
Torah portions of rebuke. Therefore, a cantor should not be appointed without 
the unanimous agreement of the entire congregation. Once the cantor had been 
appointed in this manner, he ought not be removed even if two or three or four 
people say that they do not want him (provided that he has not committed an act 
of gross malfeasance). Nonetheless, the cantor must endeavor to retain the love 
of the community by cultivating a modest and humble demeanor.51 

In practice, then, R. Isaac 'Or Zaru'a supported the view of R Siml:Jah 
of Speyer. But whereas R Siml:Jah linked the need for unanimity regarding the 
appointment of a cantor to other aspects of communal policy-making, including 
the enactment of the l)erem ha-yishuv, R. Isaac 'Or Zaru'a stressed the unique 
aspects of public prayer and worship that mandated the need for unanimity in 
this particular instance, citing the similar view ofR Judah he-I;Iasid.52 

Interestingly, Sefer [:lasidim does reflect the approach to communal 
government favored by Rabbenu Tam with regard to the implementation of a 
l)erem. According to Sefer [:lasidim, the l)azzan cannot recite the phrase 'al da'at 

ha-qahal when a 1;,erem is pronounced until all members agree to impose it.53 

When a 1;,erem is pronounced, Sefer [:lasidim instructs all of the righteous 
(Pietists) to join with the community and sign the document. If, however, one 
has powerful, recalcitrant individuals (n•n?N) in his family who will probably not 
observe the l)erem, he should not sign since he will not be able to assist in the 
enforcement of the 1;,erem.54 Sefer [:lasidim is also against the compelling of 
individuals by the leadership of the community to contribute to charity.55 Given 
the presence in Regensburg of a number of Rabbenu Tam's students, it is likely 
that R. Judah he-I;Iasid was aware ofRabbenu Tam's views,'6 although Rabbenu 
Tam is not referred to by name in Sefer [:lasidim.51 

V 
R. Meir of Rothenburg (d. 1293) maintained the conventional view 

(held by Rabiah}, that the majority of the members of a community could set 
communal policy in most cases.58 Nonetheless, he agreed with Rabbenu Tam 
that unanimity was required in the apportioning of tax encumbrances because of 
problematic qinyan issues. According to R. Meir, the need for unanimity in these 
situations was due to the fact that tax obligations, which were assigned verbally, 
were considered a qinyan devarim whose level of efficacy was even less than 
that of 'asmakhta, and would otherwise not be binding. Like Rabbenu Tam, R. 
Meir considered the case of the butchers in Bava Batra 9a as a situation that was 
based solely on a verbal commitment where the agreement was nonetheless 
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binding. Tilis was so because the agreement was made by all those involved. R. 
Meir also used his understanding of Bava Batra 9a, as Rabbenu Tam did, to 
explain how communal enactments that were enacted only through qinyan 

devarim were binding according to Bava Batra 8b, although R. Meir does not 
make specific reference to an 'adam l;ashuv (as Rabbenu Tam did). According 
to R. Meir, the da'at maqneh amongst the butchers was the knowledge that 
showing sensitivity to others was a valued characteristic that would earn good 
will for future endeavors. R. Meir notes that he had not heard initially of 
Rabbenu Tam's ruling that required unanimity, but had ruled in this manner on 
the basis of his own reasoning. 59 

This is not the only instance in which R. Meir of Rothenburg was 
unaware (at least initially) of an important view of Rabbenu Tam, even one that 
had been formulated clearly and unambiguously. 60 Moreover, the 
non-systematic way that rabbinic rulings were preserved in Ashkenaz during the 
high Middle Ages meant that a later authority who did not have a direct tutorial 
link to his predecessor might well have been unaware of a particular position.61 

As we have seen, Rabbenu Tam's position regarding unanimity remained for the 
most part within the circle of his students, and was occasionally even renamed 
as a position of theirs. R. Meir is clearly aware of the position itself, if not 
initially of its precise attribution. In another responsum, R. Meir again utilizes 
Rabbenu Tam's interpretations of Bava Batra 8b (without anribution) to 
conclude that unanimous agreement allowed the apportionment of taxes based 
on a verbal agreement, without any formal qinyan.62 

In this same responsum, Maharam also permits the tuvei ha-'ir to 
apportion taxes, but only if they had been selected by a unanimous vote. If they 
were selected, however, by only part or even most of the community, their 
ordinances concerning tax apportionments could not be effective according to R. 
Meir without the approval of an 'adam l;ashuv. 

In another responsum, R. Meir cites the formulation of Rabbenu Tam 
(which he refers to as a responsum), that a decision which extracts money from a 
member of the community made by the tuvei ha-'ir who were elected 
unanimously is binding.63 In non-taxation matters, R. Meir held that a majority 
of the tuvei ha-'ir could impose monetary fines and restrictions.64 But even for 
non-taxation issues, R. Meir preferred that the tuvei ha-'ir be selected by 
unanimous agreement. Only if unanimity was impossible to achieve does R. 
Meir recommend that the members of the community conduct communal affairs 
on the basis of rule by the majority.65 
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Like Rabbenu Tam, R Meir's insistence upon unanimity in the cases 
involving tax exactions reflected his concern for ensuring the presence of 
sufficient dd'at maqneh to bind all the parties involved. To be sure, Maharam 
felt (in consonance with the view of Rabiah) that a majority was sufficient to 
bind the community in regard to communal decisions which he classified as 
matters of migdar mi/ta. This category consisted of issues that were governed by 
talmudic law, or were related to religious life and practice. As I .  A. Agus has 
characterized them, enactments in this category were intended to improve the 
religious, social, and economic status of the community as a whole. 66 Given the 
generally beneficial nature of this legislation, the agreement of a majority was 
deemed sufficient. 

The other sphere of communal activity consisted of issues that were 
essentially secular. In addition, it often included situations where individuals 
stood to lose assets due to the interests of other members of the community. 
Taxation matters were the major component of this category. To ensure that a 
proper level of prior authorization was achieved, R. Meir agreed with Rabbenu 
Tam's approach in this area, in order to bind all participants by means of 
unanimous agreement 67 

VI 
The requirement for unanimity in communal government was never 

dominant in Ashkenaz during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. On the other 
hand, this study has demonstrated that it was certainly present in both the 
writings of important halakhists and in practice. Although there are ambiguities 
in some ofRabbenu Tam's formulations and their literary sources are not always 
identified, his students and successors in northern France and Germany were 
aware of his view, and shared it with others. 

Rabbenu Tam's position engendered debate and discussion. 
Ashkenazic halakhists considered Rabbenu Tam's approach carefully, and some 
even attempted to require unanimous agreement in areas which Rabbenu Tam 
did not That Rabbenu Tam wished to implement unanimity in communal 
government in a real sense, and was not merely proposing the illusion of 
unanimity achieved through the capitulation of the minority to the majority ,68 is 
further attested to by the fact that the opposing views of Rabbenu Tam and 
Rabiah regarding the power of the majority are the subject of continued debate 
during the late medieval period among Ashkenazic halakhists such as R Jacob 
Molin (Maharil), R Israel Isserlein, and R Joseph Colon.69 
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Y el:iiel Kaplan points to Riva (R. Isaac b. Asher ha-Levi of Speyer) as 
another Ashkenazic rabbinic scholar who considered unanimity in communal 
decision-making as a kind of legal fiction, achieved when the majority 
overcomes the minority: "And Riva also stated that if they [the community] 
agreed to enact a decree, and one [member] said, 'I do not agree with your 
ordinance,' he must [recant his objection and] agree with them. "70 As Kaplan 
notes, a simple reading of this passage would suggest that according to Riva, 
actual unanimity in communal decision-making was at least desirable, if not 
absolutely necessary. Nonetheless, Kaplan argues that another ruling of Riva 
(mentioned earlier),71 that the right of settlement can be extended by the 
majority without the capitulation of the minority, demonstrated that Riva in the 
passage just cited does not require unanimous agreement. Rather, Riva is 
indicating in this ruling that any disagreement by the minority is considered to 
be nonexistent, since the rule of the majority nullifies it. 

The interpretation of Rabbenu Tam's views offered in this study 
suggests that the simpler reading of Riva's formulation ought to be retained. 
Whether Rabbenu Tam would have required unanimous agreement with regard 
to questions of settlement was a matter of discussion; R. Moses Taku (and 
others) maintained that he would not 72 It is therefore rather unlikely that 
Rabbenu Tam's position on imposing a f,erem ha-yishuv (which possessed its 
own particular goals and parameters in any event) dictated or defined the 
requirement for unanimity in other areas of communal decision-making." 
Similar reasoning can be applied to the approach of Riva, a student of Rashi 
whose Tosafot reached Rabbenu Tam through their mutual student R Isaac b. 
Mordekhai (Rivam) of Regensburg. Riva's view on the right of settlement did 
not determine his view on the requirement of unanimity with respect to 
communal ordinances in general. The straightforward reading of Riva's ruling in 
the matter of communal enactments indicates that there was at least one older 
German rabbinic authority who felt, as Rabbenu Tam and a number of his 
students did, that unanimous agreement was required or at least preferred for 
most kinds of communal decisions." 

NOTES 

1 Y. Baer, "Ha-Yesodot ve-ha-Hatl)3lot she! 'irgun ha-Qehillab ha-Yehudit Bimei 
ha-Benayim," Zion 15 (1940): 1-41. Baer (38, n. 31) rejects the claim made by I. Agus 
that the responsum found in Sefer Kol Bo, sec. 142, which espouses the principle of 
majority rule, dates from the eleventh century. For Agus' response, see his ''Democracy 
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in the Communities of the Early Middle Ages," JQR 43 (1952): 153-171. More r=t 
scholarship has demonstrated that Agus' claim concerning Kol Bo 142 is correct, as is his 
broader claim about the prevalence of the principle within the communities of early 
Ashkenaz. See A vraham Grossman, "Ya))lisam she I l;lalchmei Ashkenaz ha-Rishonim 'el 
Shilton ha-Qahal," Shenaton ha-Mishpat ha-<Ivri 2 (1975): 175-99; idem., /jakhmei 
Ashkenaz ha-Rishonim (Jerusalem, 1981), 1 89-93; and Haym Soloveitchik, She'elot 
u-Teshuvot ke-Maqor Histori (Jerusalem, I 990), 102-5. 
1 See, e.g., Shalom Albeck. "Yahaso she\ Rabbenu Tam li-Ve'ayot Zemanno," Zion 19 
(1954): 104-41; E. E. Urbach, Ba'a/ei ha-Tosafot (Jerusalem, 1955), esp. 55-80 (=Ba'a/ei 
ha-Tosafot [Jerusalem, I 9804), \:60-93); H. H. Ben Sasson's review of Urbach in Be/linot 
be -Biqqoret ha-Sifrut 9 ( 1956): 46-49; Jacob Katz, Exclusiveness and Tolerance (Oxford, 
1961), esp. chapters 3-5; idem, Ha/akhah ve-Qabbalah (Jerusalem. 1986). 2-3, 344-46; 
and Israel Ta-Sberna, Halakhah. Minhag u-Me;i'ut be-Ashkenaz (Jerusalem. I 996), 
19-35. See also Samuel Morell, «Toe Constitutional Limits of Communal Government in 
Rabbinic Law," Jewish Social Studies 33 (I 971 ): 90-92, and Simcha Goldin, Ha-Yibud 
ve-ha-Ya!,ad(Tel Aviv, 1997), 146-49. Although Rabbenu Tam tended to defend regnant 
practices, there were instances (such as the one before us) in which he rejected (or 
attempted to modify) the status quo. This was especially so with regard to minhagim that 
he felt were inappropriate. 
3 See Yel)iel Kaplan, "Qabbalat Hakhra'ot ba-Qehillah ha-Yehudit le-Da'at Rabbenu Tam 
la-Halakhah u-le-Ma<aseh," Zion 60 (1995): 277-300. See also idem., "Rov u-Mi'ut 
be-Hakhra<ot ba-Qehillah ha-Yehudit Bimei ha-Benayim," Shenaton ha-Mishpat ha-'lvri 
20 (1995-97): 232. 
4 An earlier version of this segment of the present study, placed within the larger context 
of Ashkenazie rabbinic thought, can be found in my "Unanimity, Majority, and 
Communal Government in Medieval Ashkenaz," PAAJR 58 (1992): 79-105. 
' See Sefer Mordekhai to Bava Batm, sec. 480; Sefer Mordekhai to Bava Qamma, see. 
179; and Kaplan, "Qabbalat Hakhra'ot," 280-82, for manuscript parallels. 
6 See Grossman and Soloveitchik, above, n. 1. 
7 See, e.g., Urbach, B<falei ha-Tosafot, 1:70, and Kaplan, 284-85. 
8 See the sources cited above. n. 5; the responsum ofRabbenu Tam cited in Sejer Rabiah 
(ms. Bodi. 637, sec. 1025, fol. 271 v). and by R. Meir of Rothenburg (in I. Z. Kahana, 
"Teshuvot R. Y�aq 'Or Zaru'a u-Mahararn ben Barukh," Sinai 8 [1941 ]: 273, from ms. 
Bodi. 844); Teshuvot Maimoniyyot /e-Sefer Nashim, #17 (=R. Meir b. Barulch of 
Rothenberg, Responsa, ed Prague, #268); and Kaplan, 279-80, 282, for the variants 
within published rabbinic texts. 
9 See, e.g., Sefer Mordekhai, Bava Qamma, sec. 179: 
nN lll'll'l ))YQi11;,l "1""®i11;, l'N'ID1l N1Dl1'0 Oil 1n�,p 1;,)) ))tt,il', 1,Yil 'll l'NU>1l 1]"1l'lN"1' Nil't 
Nli11 n,i;,y 1JW nmn mpnn rtinnl n�inrlD 101;,:, n)rl, tli1'l'l unm ,�pv, nl�pn ',y 1ll))i1 
Nl N','l) 1l't 1l'l'1 1'li' NJ,1;,l 1;,'Nlill 'tnNn ll 11n, l'j'ln)\?) 'lilU ['1nJ li1li1 ,:, ,,y 1lnl i1N'ID))U, 
'JlN .,,, "P 1"' polib lN p\t.,0', i1N1)\?) 10 .,,, NnOt>lnl \?)1l!l)l p, .,,,, 1ln ,,,� Nlil o',1:,h 
mm 'lN i1t il'll))D tmpl .11l� lN l'l"J n'l ,pon .,..,, 1;,y N1;, tlN 11'0N t:1'1;,))l n))"JD N',\?) ))1pon', 

.,, 

Variant readings of this passage, in manuscript and first edition, are conveniently 
collected in Avraham Halperin, Sefer Mordekhai ha-Sha/em /e-Massekhet Bava Qamma 
(Ph.D. Dissertation, Hebrew University, l 978), 2:226. And also see Teshuvot 
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Maimoniyyot le-Se/er Nashim, #17, in which Rabbenu Tam maintains that local custom 
cannot be relied upon to detennine the standard tosefet ketubah, unless it has been 
properly accepted or agreed upon: 
;,'nnl Nll'Un .,l 11'll., ll"l'l'l ,,,m 'll UJ"i' N', ON N'li1 ,,m il"lW "t,'IJ W' ln)tl inN 11'l1Ni1 'J:n 
mn ,,,:in 1n�'i' .,v ))'l'On', ,,vn 'll l'NVli Nn:vnw roinu ,,v ,:an:a, mc'nb, µ1 -p n', 'ltm 

.N� N�•DD �lN D'.nl 
On the linkage of Bava Batra 9a and 8b in subsequent medieval halakhic literature, see 
Meca(1cm Elon, Ha-Mishpat ha-'lvri (Jerusalem, 19883), 1:580-84. According to R. 
Mena.\lcm ha-Meiri and R. Isaac bar Sheshet (Ribash), Bava Batra 8b should be taken 
separately, and an 'adam l;rashuv is not required to ratify communal enactments. R Asher 
b. Ye\,i'el (Rosh) and R. Solomon ibn Adret (Rashba) ruled, on the other hand, that an 
'adam bashuv who oversees the community must be consulted, as mandated by the sugya 
of Bava Batra 9a. 
10 There are variant readings in regard to how many butchers were involved (tin ['ll 'liUtl 
m:iu, or an unspecified number, ,n:iu 1nn1)� see the above note. Although a group larger 
than two would certainly render the need for unanimity more significant, it should be 
noted that R. Eliezer of Metz (as cited by his student Rabiah, below, n. 30) linked the 
need for unanimity in communal decision-making to the case of the two butchers: 

.mw)f., 'l'l'',N N', lnYT N';,l ';,lN 'Tll\) ,in nmrr N1o,, . . .  tli11l)} Nli11 -rr,1 lnlNl o';,1:, 'DN 
Regarding the need for unanimity in Bava Batra 9a, cf. lfiddushei ha-Ramban and 
/fiddushei ha-Ritva, ad loc.; Meca\lem Elon, Ha-Mishpat ha-'lvri, 1:582, n. 1 17; and 
Shalom Albeck, "Ya(laso she! Rabbenu Tam," 31-34. 
1 1  See also the formulation ofRi, below, n. 24. 
12 See Haggahot Maimoniyyot, hilkhot mekhirah 14: 1 1  [3]. Raban's name appears in the 
standard editions as well as in the Constantinople edition of Mishneh Torah/Haggahot 
Maimoniyyot. It is also found in ms. Budapest/Kaufmann A 77 (book eleven), fol. 38v; 
ms. Bodi. 610, fol. 73v; ms. Bodi. 591, fol. 71 v; and in a private manuscript labeled New 
York 6, fol. 213r [film #19512], in the collection of the Institute for Microfilmed 
Manuscripts at the National and University Library in Jerusalem. 
13 SeferMordekhai,BavaBatra, sec. 483. 
l-4 Unlike Raban and R. Joel, and in consonance with his concerns regarding qinyanim, 
Rabbenu Tam held that an 'adam Jµ,shuv was necessary for the ratification of restrictive 
agreements between members of a community even where these restrictions were not 
connected to larger communal concerns, and affected only a portion of the community: 
N',N ',npn ',:,', ')1)0 N71' tl'1l1l '1!lN 1n!f,P ',)> v1tm', ,,v;, 'll 11Nw,, lnllWnl n..., ln:, pl 

.'D"'t'Tll', 
See Kahana, above, n. 8. See also Ya'akov Blidstein, "Le-Hilkhot Zibbur she! Yemei 
ha-Benayim: Meqorot u-Musagim," Dinei Yisra'el 9 ( 1978-80): 163, n. 121. Also, 
Rabbenu Tam appea,s to have required this approval even if a ranking scholar was not 
immediately available locally. See She'elot u-Teshuvot Mahariq #179 (fols. 209-10); 
Yi�aq Handelsman, "Hashqafotav she! Rabiah 'al Darkei Hanhagat ha-Qehillot 
be-Ashkenaz Bimei ha-Benayim," Zion 48 (1983): 43, n. I 15; and cf. Peroshei Rabbenu 
Gershom le-Bava Batra, ed. Makhon Sifrei 'Or ha-J:[ayyim (Bnei Brak, 1988), 21 (s.v. 
hekha de-lekka 'adam /_rashuv). For other kinds of cases in which Rabbenu Tam required 
an actual instrument of gemirat da<at rather than relying on a presumption of obligation. 
see, e.g., Sinai Deutsch, "Gemirat Da'at be-Hit(layvuyyot ba-Mishpat ha-'lvri," Dinei 
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Yisra'el 3 (1972): 216-24, and my "Unanimity, Majority, and Communal Government in 
Ashkenaz," 94. n. 34. 
" With regard t o  the forced giving of charity, Rabbenu Tam requires unanimity alone, 
without the need for an 'adam /,ashuv as well. See Sefer >Or Zaru'a, hilkhot ,edaqah, sec. 
4; Mordekhai le-Bava Batra, sec. 490; Tosafot Bava Batra Sb, s.v. 'akhfeh le-R Natan; 
and Tosafot Ketubot49b, s.v. 'akhfeh Rava. The inability of the community to compel an 
individual to give charity, without the unanimous consent of all of the community to this 
process, can also be viewed as a da<at maqneh issue. The distinction between compelling 
the giving of charity and other communal enactments is that according to a number of 
medieval authorities, nidrei ;edaqah, like nidrei heqdesh, create their own shi'bbud 
mamon or qinyan. See, e.g., Na\llnanides's Mill;iamot ha-Shem to Bava Qamma 36b, and 
Qe,ot ha-Jjoshen to ljoshen Mishpat 290, sec. 3. Thus, only unanimity is required to 
enact the communal charity policy. Cf. Blidstein, 158, n. I 03. 16 See below, nn. 28, 36. 
17 See the responsum of Rabbenu Tam, as cited in ms. Bodi. 637, and ms. Bodi. 844 
\above, n. 8). 
' It is striking that Rabbenu Tam never actually uses the talmudic term 'adam i;iashuv but 

employs instead the term ,,y 1ln. On the connotation of the latter term, see my 
"Unanimity, Majority, and Communal Government in Ashkenaz," 97, n. 39. Cf. S. 
Goldin, Ha-Yi/u«I ve-ha-Yal;iad, 222, n. 19; and Y. Kaplan, "Samkhut u-Ma'amad 
Manhigei Zibbur ba-Qehillah ha-Yehudit Bimei ha-Benayim," Dinei Yisra'el 18  
(1995-96): 272-4. 
" See Kaplan, "Qabbalat Hakhra'ot," 284-85, and the literature cited there. 
20 As recorded in Sefer 'Or Zaru'a, hilkhot ,edaqah, sec. 4, Rabbenu Tam intimates that 
unanimity is not required to compel an individual to so something that is unequivocally 
for the good of the (greater) community (�npn rupn�). See also Mordekhai, Bava Batra, 
sec. 480; Morell, "The Constitutional Limits of Communal Government," 93-95; and 
Blidstein, "Hilkhot Zibbur," 163. Rabbenu Tam also ruled that unanimity was not 
required to enforce a Qerem ha-yishuv against someone whose presence was det rimental 
to the community. See below, nn. 44, 65; Kaplan, "Qabbalat Hakbra'ot," 293-94. 
21 See Teshuvot Maharam (Lemberg), #423, and Avraham Grossman, Jjakhmei ?;lrefat 
ha-Rishonim (Jerusalem, 1995), 60-61, who also notes Maharam's reference to unanimity 
in tax decisions (ml-da'at kulam, in Mordekhai, Bava Batra, 481), based on R. Joseph. 
See also S. Albeck, "Yalµso she! Rabbenu Tam," 129; M. Elon, Ha-Mishpat ha-'lvri, 
1 :580; Goldin, Ha-Yil,rud ve-ha-Yal,rad, 220, n. 4; Kaplan, "Rov u-Mi'ut," 232; and H. 
Soloveitchik. She'elot u-Teshuvot ke-Maqor Histori, 16. 
22 SeeE. E. Urbach, Ba'alei ha-Tosafot, 1 :97; Grossman, 47, 54, 74; and cf. Rami Reiner, 
Rabbenu Tam: Rabbotav (ha-?;lrefatim) ve-Ta/midav Benei A.shkenaz (M.A. Thesis, 
Hebrew University, 1997), 47-55. 
23 Cf below, at n. 74. The reason given by R. Joseph Tov Elem for not allowing an 
individual to be compelled to give charity is also similar to the position taken by Rabbenu 
Tam. SeeMordekhai, Bava Batra, sec. 490; above, n. 15; and below, n. 55. Cf. Kenneth 
Stow, ''Holy Body, Holy Society: Conflicting Medieval Structural Conceptions," in 
Sacred Space, ed. B. Z. Kedar and R. J. Z. Werblowsky (Jerusalem, 1998), 162-64. 
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24 R. Eliezer of Metz is cited by his student Rabiah (in a responsum) as espousing this 
position, as preserved in She'elot u-Teshuvot R /:layyim ,Or Zaru'a, #222: 
';,y ))'t)ill tnun an;t., i'))T'I 'll llNWi N'ln1' Nm 0'11'lUil PillV '1nl1D v,,w ,o', wi.o', 'tlY1Nnl 
N'Jl 'JlN 7"]\:I ,,n nun, N'Dl1 'CHln ';,v ,:iv ll\!1t Diltl)) Nlill '1t11 ,nn,u 01,i:, CN D"i1 an�,;, 
iwN nN 'lNl l"l'ltl unn rnn icH i, .N::,n 1"" N', ipon p1 n'tl ,po;n ,mwV, ,n,';,N NI;, ,nv, 

. 'l',n ',N,, ll itv,i,N . . .  tn:in:, ,n', 
Cf. below, n. 36. Ri's view is found in Sefer'Or Zaru'a, pt 3,Pisqei Bava Qamma, 458: 
,,vn 'll PNWl 10::, 1l) 11.t)))V, 'Nltl o")) llDD ),17on';, 11NW1 1DNP t:lTl1 ':,N11l0 ll ;,n:::,, U1l1 ''O 
1N'MW -r,w', 'Nlnil ',,nnri', )'N\!'1\?J u,10';, '" i'1N1l }'H 'JlN .N,nl Nll, P"!>1 1n:::11p ',y Vtt>n', 

.,n-o ';,))l ,inn 1n,., 1.n:inn, 
See also Tosafot Bava Qamma 1 16b, s.v. ve-reshcfim ha-l;ammarin le-hatnol beinehem, 
and cf. Albeck, "Ya(iaso she! Rabbenu Tam," 131-32. 
" Although Rabbenu Tam specifically prohibited the community from compelling its 
members to give charity without prior agreement (see above, n. 15), R. Joseph mentions 
only the interpretation of Bava Batra 8b by Rabbenu Tam that mandates unanimity, not 
the specific application of charity. Cf. Kaplan, "Qabbalat Hakhra'ot," 294. Regarding 
Ri�ba's response, see also Sefer 'Or Zaru'a, hilkhot :,edaqah, sec. 4; and cf. Monfekhai, 
Bava Batra, sec. 502; ms. Bodi. 668, fol. 47v; and ms. Bodi. 666, fol. 45d. 26 See Urbach, 1:266, n. 31 .  See also Shitah Mequbbe:,et to Bava Qamma, I, 1 16b, s.v. 
ve -resha<im ha-lµzmmarin, for an anonymous version ofRi's fonnulation, and cf. Kaplan, 
287, n. 47. Newer editions of the Shitah cite this passage from Tosafot Shan�. 
27 See R. l;layyim Eliezer >Or Zaru'a, Responsa, #222 (fol. 74a-b). It should be noted that 
the Mainz court read Bava Batra 9a as a case where only two butchers out of the larger 
group had agreed. If all had agreed, however, the court would not have been concerned 
with issues of fairness. Cf. above, n. 10. On the other hand, the court held (against the 
view ofRabbenu Tam� see above, n. 14) that an 'adam IJashuv had no role in approving 
conditions made between individuals that did not have communal ramifications. 
28 Kaplan (298, n. 86) cites a passage found in the Sefer Monfekhai (Bava Batra, sec. 
482) that the court at Mainz expressed a view which was "akin to that of Rabbenu Tam": 

tm U'li ,.u, pv:, ,:in:,L. ,:i,u,n ,:i, ln'INll 
in regard to the need for unanimity. Kaplan notes tlu\t R. Joseph Colon (Mahariq) held, 
on the basis of the assessment of the Monfekhai text, that the Mainz court (like Rabbenu 
Tarn) only allowed the majority to rule in the limited instance of an individual who was 
ready to disobey the community. Kaplan feels more inclined to agree with Y. 
Handelsman, who argues ("Hashqafotav she! Rabiah," 27) that the Mainz court would 
allow for the rule of the majority, except in situations where a community policy was 
inherently unfair to the individual. As we shall see, however, the comparison to the view 
of Rabbenu Tarn made in the Monfekhai passage was actually formulated by a member 
of the Mainz court itself, R. Barukh b. Samuel of Mainz (in his Sefer ha-Jjokhmah; 
below, nn. 35-36), suggesting a fairly high degree of correlation between the views of 
Rabbenu Tam and the Mainz court. In addition to the points held in common that have 
been noted, Rabbenu Tam also allowed the majority to prevail in cases where an 
individual was acting against the best interests of the community; see above, n. 20. 
" See Handelsman, 24-27. 
30 tum ,n, itllNl t:,1,1:, t:JN ,.,,n 'lil t1n�'lj:1 ':1v vron';,1 t1Nln onpt;, ,,:pn 'll t'N0, N'lni Nm 

.mvn>';I ,n,t:,N N., 1n)rT N'J:i .,:iN ,n:io r,n 1mn'1' N,o,, tJNln .,v ,:iv :i,wi nnov 
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31 According to Rabiah. the tuvei ha-'ir were empowered to impose hefqer beit din 
hefqer. He was apparently unconcerned about the qinyan or def at maqneh issues raised 
by Rabbenu Tam. See my ''Unanimity, Majority, and Communal Government," 99-100, 
and Handelsman, ''Hashqafotav she] Rabiah," 41-44. Despite their strong disagreement 
concerning the power of the majority in communal government, Rabiah cites a 
responsum of Rabbenu Tam in support of his contention that properly selected tuvei 
ha-'irwere fully empowered to carry out their policies. See ms. Bodi. 637 (Sefer Rabiah), 
sec. 1025 (fol. 271 v), cited by Kaplan, 279-80, and cf. above, n. 8. 32 She'e/ot u-Teshuvot R l;lawlm ,Or Zaro'a, #222 (end) = ms. Frankfurt 4°4, fol. 170r, 
sec. 199 ( end). 33 Kaplan, 293-94. 34 The difficulties in regard to the composition and diffusion of Sefer ha-Y ashar tend to 
diminish the likelihood that Rabiah was aware of this passage. One the other hand, 
Rabiah was fully aware of Rabbenu Tam's responsum on the power of the tuvei ha-'ir, in 
which Rabbenu Tam required the tuvei ha-'ir to issue their policies on the basis of 
unanimous agreement; see above, n. 3 l. 
" See ms. London Montefiore 130, fols. ]5r-v (sec. 95). The question of the Worms court 
is presented to the Mainz court. which issues its ruling in the names of R. Judah b. 
Qalonymus, R Moshe b. Mordekha� and R Barukh b. Samuel of Mainz. (The 
rcsponsum of Rabiah is not included.) This is followed directly by the addendum: 'lNl 
'l:n n"i 'Jw ,wm iot:1:a '11N!iD 71,l. In ms. Montefiore 129, fol. 82r, the following is found 
in a marginal note attached to the ruling of the Mainz court: 

."l:>l n"i D\Ul 1\U'il ,�'Ol ,n,Ni "J"l,l )]Nl :lln) m'N"l n:nwnil nNt t'jlOll 
See Simcha Emanuel Sifrei Halakhah 'Avudim she/ Ba'a/ei ha-Tosafot (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Hebrew University, 1993), 139-40; and idem, "R. Barukh mi-Magen:µ
Demuto she! l:lakham 'al pi Seridei Ketavav," Qove, Me�qarim le-Zekher Prof E. E. 

Urbach (in press), n. 83. 36 See ms. Budapest/National Museum 2°1, fol. 154c-!55a; ms. Vienna 72, fol. 127a, 
citing Sefer ha-l;lokhmah; ms. Bodi. 666, fol. 43b; and ms. Montefiore 129, fol. 82r. (A 
portion of the Mainz ruling is cited from Sefer ha-lfokhmah in the name of R. Barukh 
alone, by Se/er Mordekhai to Bava Me;i(a, ms. Budapest 2°1, fol. 123c; see Simcha 
Emanuel, Sifrei Halakhah 'Avudim, 140, n. 76.) The printed Monlekhai Bava Batra 

passage (secs. 482-83) does not mention Sefer ha-l;lokhmah as the source of this ruling 
(and the printed Bava Me,i'a passage also omits the specific reference to R Barukh); cf. 
above, n. 28. (On the prevalence of sections of Sefer ha-l;fokhmah included in Sefer 

Monlekhai, which the printed text often does not acknowledge, see Emanuel, 127, 134.) 
In light of this material, one wonders whether the comment on the initial fonnulation of 
Rabbenu Tam's position (>nN�n 'lNl), cited in Mordekhai Bava Batra 8b (sec. 480, end; 
and see also ms. Bodi. 666, fol. 42c, corrected by ms. Budapest 2°1, fol. 153d-154a, and 
ms. Vienna 72, fol. 125c; cf. Kaplan, 280-81), is also from the version of Sefer 
ha-Hokhmak 

37 On the relationship between R. Eliezer of Metz and R. Barukh of Mainz, see Urbach, 
1:426, and Emanuel 123-24, 128, n. 5, 136. 38 See ms. Budapest 2'1, fols. 123c, 154d; ms. Vienna 72, fol. 127b. The printed 
Monlekhai texts (Bava Batra, sec. 483, and Bava Me,i'a 427) omit this reference. 
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" Kaplan makes a sluup distinction between the twelfth and the thirteenth centuries in his 
studies, blmring the fact that Rabiah's ruling was largely in response to what preceded it 
See, e.g., Kaplan, "Rov u-Mi'ut be-Hakhra'ol," 225, 238; ''Samkhut u-Ma'amad 
Manhigei Zibbur," 273-74, 278-79; and below, n. 51. For reservations regarding Y. 
Handelsman's interpretation of the point of contention between Rabbenu Tarn and 
Rabiah (whether the process of communal government should be controlled by rabbinic 
or lay groups), see my "Unanimity, Majority, and Communal Government," 98, 42. 
40 See above, n. 24. 
41 See Pisqei Ha/akhot le-R. Mena!Jem Reqanati ('Narsaw, 1912), sec. 483 (fol. 67): 

.N', n'l'f'ln', 'Nll ';ilN ,,vn 'll '.,:, Nj)TI ,.., ''!) 
Cf. Mordekhai, Bava Batm, secs. 491-92; Tosafot Bava Batm &b, s.v. ve-lishnotah 
(citing Rabbenu Tam); and Tosafot Bava Me,i'a 78b, s. v. magvat Purim. 
" See above, n. 15. 
43 See Sefer 'Or Zaru'a, pl. I, responsurn 115 (fol. 21a) (= ms. British Museum 530-531, 
Or. 2859/2860, sec. 179); R Meir of Rothenburg, Responsa (Lem berg), # 1 1 1; 
Mordekhoi, Bava Batm, sec. 517. On this responsurn, see E. E. Urbach, /Ja<a/ei 
ha-Tosafot, 1 :420-21; 2:564; Aptowitzer, Mavo' /a-Rabiah, 222-23; Goldin, Ha-Yil;rud 
ve-ha-Yal;rad, 149-50; and Simon Schwartzfuchs, "Hishtalsheluto shel ]:!erem 
ha-Yishuv-Rc'ayab mi-Zavit A\leret," Sefer ha-Yovel /i-She/omoh Simonsohn (Tel 
Aviv, 1993), 1 1 1 .  Goldin notes that R Meir of Rothenburg (who agreed with Rabbenu 
Tam about the need for unanimity in allocating tax liabilities; see below, n. 59), disagrees 
with the need for unanimity in regard to the appointment of a l;razzan. C( below, nn. 53, 
62. On the career of R. Moses Taku, see Urbach, 1 :420-25, and I. Ta-Sberna, "On the 
History of the Jews in Twelfth- and Thirteenth-Century Poland," Polin 10 (1997): 308-9. 
44 N'JN llWm n,n ll'illi1 N', ll'l'l1l1? DN ,:, .llW'il n,n:i ilTID il'il N', ,nn ll'l1 il'il DN ,:, 
',:iN .on nnc:,., v,,ch 0,yii tll'!Nvn ',npn rupn', m10', n,:n, nl'NWI nrm,01 o,n1;,N ;,:iv,:i 

.n,n 1'N n,,nN ',)) 
Urbach (/Ja<a/ei ha-Tosafot, 1:91) holds, against Louis Rabinowitz, that Rabbenu Tam 
was strongly opposed to the use of l;rerem ha-yishllV as a means of limiting or banning 
settlement for economic reasons. Individual merchants could not be kept out by the 
community. Although Rabbenu Tarn responds in his Sefer ha-Yashar (ed S. Rosenthal, 
secs. 7 1-72) to a question about the right that one member had to keep another individual 
out of the community, he rules only in regard to the prerogatives of a rabbinic comt that 
had gotten involved, and not about the validity of the ban itself. Cf. Schwartzfuchs, 109; 
and S. Albeck, "Y�aso shel Rabbenu Tam," 133-34. For Rabiah's opposing view about 
the scope of the l;rerem ha-yishllV, see Handelsman, "Hashqafotav she! Rabiah," 45, and 
S. Goldin, Ha-Yil;rud ve-ha-Yal;rad, 164-67. With regard lo the position of Riva, see Ii 
Soloveitchik, She'elot u-Teshuvot ke-Maqor Histori, 105; idem, "Three Themes in the 
Sefer ]jasidim," AJSRevil!W I (1976): 352-53, n. 132; and below, nn. 70-71 .  
" On the view ofR. Meir ofRotheoburg, see S.  Goldin, Ha-Yil;rud ve-ha-Yal;rad, 168-72; 
and below, n. 53. 
46 1';, lrnN', Ul� nN nn�m'n n1:n'J1 1ono';,1 inN ',:, m'n ';,v 0,pn', :i,n ll ,,n:in Nlil ,,,:n 
0'lNDDil ll'TlNl'l \!:)j.Jl'J tll'l::I)) l),))):J) nn tU .. .  l?l))W lPfflli p, . . . .  nrn:iv:i mN'l m'il'n nit>o'n 

.M'T1lNl ,�n'1 tlnYT 101:>t\!1 
41 See below, n. 56. 
48 See Urbach, 1:44. 
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49 See Victor Aptowitzer, Mavo' la-Rabiah, 222, 246; Urbach, J :4 l l ;  Rami Reiner, 
Rabbenu Tam, 1 1 1 ,  n. 382 (according to Reiner, R. Sim�ah studied with R. Eliezer when 
the latter was in Mainz); and see my "Peering through the Lattices": Mystical, Magical 
and Pietistic Dimensians in the Tasafist Period (Detroit, 2000), 102-3, n. 16. 
'° Sefer'Or Zaru'a, responswn #1 14: 
il'IDV' H?w mnn �,.,-, -n,, i,n,v, il'QVl'J'J n:,',n 'J"".:lt nnow il'l, ,.,..D n,in ,:, m1nN1 nnN 
.1ll� """" ))llj.17Jl ll1il 1;,y l:l))Jl "1))11li,V) tllll'"1 ',:,:i 'OW.I!> 'Dl .nnH il1llND DN ,:, 1ll1::::C nt']w 

.11l'::::C "'"\!) ))"llp',o 11,n ',y l:l'V 'Ol)"llil\tl 'Oll'1l O'V.IV1l T'll1il '"'N"ll 
" See Kaplan, "Rov u-Mi'u�" 257-59. Kaplan stresses that these attempts to impose 
wianimity began only in the thirteenth century. But as we have just seen, it is impossible 
to detach these developments from what had come before (and especially from the 
r,isition ofRabbenu Tam), in the second halfofthe twel!lh century. 
2 Note the negative reactions to the position ofR. Isaac >Or Zana<a, cited in Kaplan, ibid. 

" Sefer J;lasidim (Panna), ed Judah Wistinetzki (Frankf� 1924), sec. 1297. See also 
S}f P, 1234; Y4\lak Handelsman, Temurot be-Hanhagat Qehillot Yisra'el be-Ashkenaz 
Bimei ha-Benayim meha-Me'ah ha-Yod Alef 'ad ha-Me'ah ha-Tet Vav (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Tel Aviv University, 1980), 283-84; and the passage from R. Eliezer of 
Worms' Seder ha-Teshuvah cited in Sefer Mordekhai to Shevu'ot, sec. 755: 

.,n::::c:v n1 1r,',',:, N'n o,nn mvnw N? oiN 10N1 'JN 
R. Meir of Roth en burg also appears to have required unanimous agreement to pronounce 
a !,erem. See I. A Agus, R Meir of Rothenburg (Philadelphia, I 947), 1 : 1 10-112, and 
below, n. 65. On the other hand, Rabiah (in his disagreement with the Mainz rabbinic 
court� see above, n. 27), specifically includes the implementation of a �erem as one of 
those communal enactments that required the approval of only a majority of its members. 
See Ya'akov Blidstein, "Hilkhot Zibbur," 149-50. 
54 SljP, secs. 1294-95. See also Y. Baer, "Ha-Meganunah ha-Datil ha-]:!evratit she! Sefer 
]:!asidim," Zion 3 (1937): 44-45. Regarding the !,erem ha-yishuv, see esp. SJ;lP, 1302, and 
Baer, 46-48. 
55 See H. H. Ben Sasson, "]:!asidei Ashkeoaz 'al ]:!aluqat Qinyanim l;lumriyyim 
u -Nekhasim Rui)aniyyim bein Bnei ha-Adam," Zion 35 (1970): 65-66. 
" On the concentration of studeots of Rabbenu Tarn in Regensburg and surrounding 
areas, and their interaction with R. Judah he-]:!asid, see R. Reiner, Rabbenu Tam: 
Rabbotav ve-Talmidav, 68-70. 
" fu fact, Sefer J;lasidim refers to almost no contemporary Ashkenazic rabbinic scholars 
by name. On the absence of any reference to Rashi (and his writings) in Sefer ljasidim, 
see I. Ta-Sberna, "M4vat Talmud-Torah ki-Ve'ayah ]:!evratit-Datit be-Sefer ]:!asidim," 
Sefer Bar I/an 14-15 (1977): 1 13. 
58 See I. A Agus,R Meir ofRothenburg, 1:108-24. 
" See R. Meir ofRothenburg, Responsa (Prague, 1895), #94 I :  
lN o,p 'D'll ,,vl 'P., DTlj:1 mu 1D\?I n�'j.1 ll"il tnl:i'P ',),) V'tlil', 1'),)il l)l PNW1 lll'"lDN1 Ni11 
rnn 'r'till llnN1 NlTI T1'1')p', lnN1 Nno, lfllU lmn:,) 0',1:, nYTIJ nnpn li'"" l'Nl \IJ::O, li1\?I 
.,,, Nn:,o'OND lt!U ))"U1 uno Np ND?Vl 1ll'r'tli )")>Nl D'1l1i1 ,nnpnn ',"N, NP, [D'n:, nv,o 
,o:, 'Nil? NTill1 N)'N1 'r't'1ll rnn', '"'� Np, ilNlil NiMill llilD 'N1l N)il Nlil 01',:, 1N', 'N1 
Nlilill Dl'"ll1l ''!:!Nl ',Nl\?l':I m,n', """ mnn n,',))'lo '01 Nlilil ,:, 'lPDl illl llP, ,,,'N 'Nil'J 
,n"Tr Nil', i11"))1l\?I N', NlN1 ,'l\?IOl ilVWDl 11ll Nlil Nll'l1i1D W'l'N1 N?p 't',),) j,'011 ilNlil 
11lD N?l lNiU Nnn,, m'J N.1'00 N)lN"t '1ll'll 0'11:, nv,o N',\?I n,n,., ',lN N1l'Oll n,nnnp, 

.::i"D ),)"t, 'l'Ol' ''l1 t)\!;ll 'l>"tl) min:, N'JW lD:i)h mpn n,wv', 1n'J ''))l'llV) l'N Nlil Nn',n 
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Cf. S. Morell, "The Constitutional Limitations of Communal Government," 98. On the 
ruling ofR. Joseph Tov Elem to which R. Meir refers for support, cf. above, n. 21.  60 In his poignant responsum that attempted to justify suicide and even the killing of 
others in the face of religious persecution or coercion (Teshuvot, Pesaqim. u-Minhagim, 
ed. I. Z. Kahana, 2:54, sec. 59), R. Meir makes no reference to the view ofRabbenu Tam 
cited in Tosafot <Avodah Zarah 18� s.v. ve-'al yaJJ.bol, which permits suicide in such a 
situation. Indeed, R. Meir also appears to have been unaware of a formulation of Rabiah 
that allowed the killing of others. See my "M�i'ut (Realia) and Halakhah in Medieval 
Ashkenaz: Surveying the Parameters and Defining Limits," Jewish Law Annual 14 
12000), secs. 3-4 (in press). 1 See II Soloveitchik, "Can Halakhic Texts Talk History," AJS Review 3 (1979): 161, 
175. Cf. Kaplan, "Qabbalat Hakhra'ot," 294, 298. 62 See R. Meir'sResponsa (Prague), #968: 
''li'lil •,i:i-rn 1n l'li' N';ll ND'JYl ii:J.,i:a, ',Nop, o?i:, n))'Tn unn '1:n ,,;,n 'll ''NWl'I inNi Nni 

.1mpn 'Jv ill>' n',nn ,,.,v ',:ipw ,o nN tmp'J ''NWll m,oN::i 
See also Agus, R Meir of Rorhenburg, 1 13, n. 205. R. Meir studied in his youth with R. 
Isaac 'Or Zaru<a, who was aware of the need for unanimous agreement according to 
Rabbenu Tarn, at least with regard to the ability of the community to coerce the giving of 
charity. See above, n. 15, and cf. Kaplan, 294. Note, however, that R. Meir held that the 
community could coerce an individual to contribute to the charity fund� against the view 
ofRabbenu Tarn. SeeAgus,R Meir ofRothenburg, 1 12, n. 199. 63 See above, n. 17, and see also Agus, R. Meir ofRothenburg, 121, n. 235. Cf. R. Meir's 
Responsa (Berlin, 1891), ms. Amsterdam, #129 (p. 206). 64 See e.g. Responsa (Cremona), #165; Berlin, ms. Amsterdam, #140. 
" See Responsa (Berlin), ms. Prague, #865 (p. 320). In one instance, Rabbenu Tam 
advised an individual who had the right to protest a change in the tax structure agreed to 
by the rest of the community to nonetheless find a way to come to terms with the will of 
the majority. It is possible that Rabbenu Tam was concerned here with the pressure that 
the others might bring to bear against the individual. Cf. Kaplan, 295; Albeck, 133-34; 
and above, nn. 20, 44. 
" See Agus, Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg, 1 19-22. 
67 For the extent to which R. Meir espoused the views of both Rabbenu Tam and Rabiah, 
and a possible reason for this amalgamation, see my 0Unanimity, Majority, and 
Communal Govermnent," 103-5; and my "Preservation, Creativity, and Courage: The 
Life and Works ofR. Meir ofRothenburg," Jewish BookAnnnual 50 (1992-93): 252-54. 
" Kaplan, 295-98. 
" See Y edidyah Dinari, l;lakhmei Ashkenaz be-Shilhei Yemei ha-Benayim (Jerusalem, 
1984), 187-89; Eric Zimmer, Harmony and Discord (New York, 1970), 7-8, 14-29; S. 
Morell, "The Constitutional Limits of Communal Government," 107-8; She'elot 
u-Teshuvot Maharil he-f;ladashot, ed Y. Satz (Jerusalem, 1977), secs. 147, 151, 153; 
She'elot u-Teshuvot Mahari Bruna. secs. 86-7� Terumat ha-Deshen (pesaqim), secs. 

252-3; and R. Isaac b. Moses, Leqet Yosher, ed Jacob Freimann, part 2 [Yareh De'ah] 
1i3erlin, 1904), 77. 0 Riva's ruling is found in R. Meir ofRothenburg's Responsa (Prague), #512, cited in 
Kaplan, 299: 

.Dilll)) 'C�t1i1', ,,,� ,n,::, ',))l ,n::,n,pn:i ''ID!l'N 'N mN 11JNl ,m,', ,o,::,on DN N"lri 1DlN Tl))l 
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Kaplan characterius Riva as a thirteenth-centwy Ashkenazic scholar, who was preceded 
in this view by Rabbenn Tarn. There was a R Isaac b. Asher (Riva) ha-Levi of Speyer, 
sometimes referred to as 11"ln N"l,,, who was a teacher of Rabiah, died a martyr's death 
in 1 195, and is cited by R. Meir of Rothenburg. Riva ha-Bal_iur was a grandson of the 
more prominent scholar of the same name who died ca. I 133. See Urbach, Ba'alei 
ha-Tosafot, 1 :366-67, 379, and Sanhedrei Gedo/ah, ed. Y. Lifshitz, vol. I (Jerusalem, 
1968), editor's introduction, 8. However, several of the rulings by Riva recorded in 
Prague #512 are part of the elder Riva's Pesaqim or Tosafot to Sanhedrin, suggesting that 
all of the rulings in this responsum attributed to Riva belong to the more prolific elder 
Riva, and not to Riva ha-Bal_iur. See Sanhedrei Gedo/ah, ed. Lifshitz, editor's 
introduction, 16-24, 25, 75; and ibid., Tosafot ha-Riva 'al Massekhet Sanhedrin, 13-16. 
See also the next note. 71 See the responsum ofR Moses Talru, above, at n. 44. The way that Riva is referred to 
in this responsum (tn'O'!Dl m:n'IDn N::l:Jll N"l' n'lil) leaves no doubt that the reference 
here is to the elder Riva 72 See above, part IV. 73 Cf. Kaplan, 292-93. 74 Cf. H. Soloveitchik, above, n. 44. 
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